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The CPU Holder and Cable Management Tray
are offered as complimentary products to the
sit/stand desks. They complete the package of
removing the CPU and all cables from
the ﬂoor and having them attached to the
underside of the desk.

Cable Tray

Features

. Flexible to different table shapes
. Easily ﬁxed to underside of desk
. Strong sturdy design (made from steel)
Beneﬁts
. Keeps cables and plugs off the ﬂoor
. Reduces risk of damage to cables and plugs
. Better access to cables and plugs under the desk

Desk Panel

Cable Tray
CPU Holder

Features
.
.
.
.
.

Desk Panel with memory
and height display

Adjustable for numerous sizes of CPU’s
Easily ﬁxed to underside of desk
Strong sturdy design
Steel construction
Hide CPU under the desk

Beneﬁts

. Keeps CPU lout the way and off the ﬂoor
. Reduces risk of damage to CPU
. Better access to features and drives in the CPU

Desk Panel with memory

CPU Holder

motiondesk2 & 3 are electric desks that allows the user

to easily, effortlessly and quickly adjust the desk from sitting to
standing. The desks are offered in many conﬁgurations for the
ofﬁce and industrial environments. The desks have the option to be
packaged with: CPU Holder and Cable Management Tray.

Technical details for desks

Features

Electric adjustment from sit to stand
675mm of movement
Available for desks -2-leg (motiondesk2) and
workstation conﬁgurations -3-leg (motiondesk3)
140kgs maximum load (motiondesk2) and 200kgs
(motiondesk3)
Quick adjustment - 15 seconds from sit to stand
(40mm/s)
Multiple memory option available
Microprocessor adjustment ensures parallel desk top
and safety against overload
Solid steel construction
Levelling feet

. Adjustable to accommodate most human
dimensions
. Quick, quiet and effortless adjustment from sit
to stand
. Can be retroﬁtted to existing desks
. Multiple memory positions
. Standard conﬁgurations for most common
desk sizes
. Desks for specialized environments to meet the
demands and criteria for the task e.g. Radiologist
tables, dispensing counters, packing and
assembly benches etc
. A desk that has 675mm of adjustment that
exceeds local Standards for adjustability

Adaptable to all desk conﬁgurations
2 year warranty on electrics
10 year warranty on frame

Beneﬁts

. Reduces OHS risks of people sitting for long
periods of time (RSI injuries)
. Dynamic, productive and healthier way
of working
. Allows user to stand and adjust their positions
during the day
. Ideal for users with disabilities
. Ideal for multi-user and multi-tasking desks
. Increases productivity due to increased
comfort levels
. Increased staff retention and moral

motiondesk3

motiondesk2

